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pf)intment 'Not Tokenism'

zrMMER'riiflfk,r;/ilJ;I~Is Youngest State Committee Member
At 19, Hal Hensley will becomel
the youngest delegate ever to
•tserve··-on the SLate Democratic
Rules and Regulations'
Committee, And he believes it not
to be any sort of tokenism.
''I firmly believe that tokenism
was not involved in my
appointment. Other people, as far
as I'm concerned, can think what
they want."
Those were the words of the
newly - elected delegate to the
State Democratic Rules and
!Wgulations
Committee.
Photo by Jim Haefner
"I think my appointment to
the Committee is bonafide, and
was made as a serious gesture. I
don't care if some people laugh it
off as tokenism,'' Hensley said.
Hensley feels his duties as a
delegate will not be affected by
his age.
"I feel that they won't shrug
the students are going to use
them," says Floyd Williams, me off just because I'm 19," he
manager of construction and said. "I definitely believe that the
maintenance. He also designed the other delegates will be sincere in
accepting me as a delegate."
prototype.
Hensley will be a delegate on
Although the rack looks strange
at first to the ordinary student, its the Resolutions Subcommittee.
operation is very simple. The rider The duties of this subcommittee
lifts the top bar up, which rides are to deliver to the Rules and
on a hinge and slips his bike into Regulations Committee papers
the slot. Unlike the usual rack in dealing with local, state, and
which only the front wheel goes national concerns.
He said, "Our purpose is to put
in, the entire bike goes into place
on the new rack with the bar out papers dealing with items
coming down in the middle of the coming up in the state Democratic
bike. With a girls bike, the bar Convention in November. We will
simply comes down and on a boys be involved in putting out papers
bike the bar slips in under the concerning the war in SEA,
(Please turn to page 3)
poverty, education, ecology, and

Physical Plant Invention:
Thief-proof Bike Racks?By MARK EVANOFF
Looking like something that
your kid brother made with a
Gilbert Erector set, a new bicycle
rack has been introduced here on
campus.
The rack, made in the physical
plant, is a prototype of what
could be the standard bike
parking utility around the
campus. Presently, there is only
one in existence at the south end
of the Union building. The
physical plant is waiting to see
what the reaction of the riders
will be.
Students Use Them
"We don't want to make a lot
of anything until we're sure that

~

Photo by Chuck Fell

Hal Hensley
other items pertinent to the
general public."
Hensley said, "Although I'm a
student at UNM, I will not be
representing this or any other

university while I'm a member of
the Rules and Regulations
Committee, Rather, I will be
representing the people of New
Mexico."

No More Pencils, No More Books ...

Andrews' Office Reflects Ow·n Design
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Phow by Chuck Fell

Gordon Andrews
By CHRIS MILLER
Gordon Andrews, an assistant
professor of architecture at UNM,
is different from most professors.
Andrews has rearranged his office
to better reflect his own tastes,
and now, his office too 1 is
different from the offices of most
professors.
Andrews, known as Gordon to
his students, has an office without
a door, without a desk, and
Without the typical piles of papers
and books which clutter most
offices. Gordon said he would
rather have the 11Space made
available to students where they
won't be disturbed. Sharing,
getting rid of possession, and
materialistic ideas," were given as
reasons for the absence of these
things.
This Was Gordon
What Gordon does have in his
office is a large colorful rug, very
soft to sit upon, a coUple of
pillows, and of course, Gordon.
l1(:1on first entering his office,
after taking off my shoes, I met a
nice young fellow with long dark
hair and a beard to match, smiling

contently, wearing socks that
didn't match, and eating a meal of
nuts, berries, and fruit with
several students. This was Gordon.
Gordon teaches three different
architecture classes, one of which,
architecture 181, is an
introduction to environmental
problems. This class teaches the
significance. of the
interrelationships between the
physical environment and man.
"The physical envirorynent is
really only a manif~station of our
thinking," Gordon said. "We work
on the physical environment
separately and are polluting our
body and minds." This class is
subdivided into various subjects
some of which are organic
gardening, ecology, social li;sues,
the occult, forrn, and cities of the
future among just a few.
'True Relationship'
A project one of Gordon's
classes is undertaking is to help
provide for better recreational
facilities at the Veterans
Administration Hospital. In doing
this project Gordon said, "we are
attempting to understand the true

J
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relationship of healing in
accordance with the natural
laws."
Gordon uses a technique he
calls rnulti·media presentations
quite often when teaching class,
having an assortment of films,
slides, and audio effects, playing
on the students senses
simultaneously. In such a way
Gordon said the relationships
between man and the
environment can be shown, giving
two or three sides to a subject at
the same time.
About taking my shoes off
when entering Gordon's office,
Gordon said not only did he wish
to keep his rug clean but by doing
so one must "stop and reflect
before entering the room. By
doing this we better appreciate
the structure we are in."
"I've got to begin to act out the
things l believe in,U Gordon said,
"otherwise I don't really believe
in them at all." Gordon's beliefs
seem to be the beliefs of many of
his students for the students are
learning and a rnutual rapport is
building among themselves artd
with Gordon.
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lEx Cathedra
Br Tim
editorial

Weather Report
It was clear and crisp out last night. Crisp
enough to make a coat necessary, but not
cold enough to have to button it up.
The squadron, well to be truthful, four or
five Lobo staffers that cover, or keep an eye
on, student government trudged across the
parking lot to the Union.
On the stroke of 7, two, not one, but two
student governments were to meet, the
ASUNM Senate and the GSA Council.
Time passes. Lobo reporters rip off the
cokes, coffee and/or goodies that help the
hard-working legislators sustain themselves
through the rigorous hours of debate.

ASUNM Senate doesn't meet for lack of a
quorum. The senators cleared out by 7:35 .•
Clumping down the stairs to the room
where GSA is allegedly meeting, one finds
they too have adjourned for lack of quorum.
A joyous reunion was had by Lobo
staffers sent to attend both meetings, well,
"almost" meetings, our confidence restored
in the seriousness with which student
legislators take their responsibilities.
As I said before, it was a pleasant night
out. Quite enjoyable for a brisk walk back to
the office.
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"Officer, tell me very quietly ... who wo11 the pellllant?"

bema,_ _ _ __
At the present time there is a
move afoot to force thP Food
Service of the University to buy
lettuce picked by members of
Cesar Chavez's United Farm
Workers Organizing Committee to
accomplish this. Before the
election is held it is imperative
that the dormitory residents be
made aware of the truth about
Cesar Chavez and UFWOC.
Cesar Chavez, former pool·
room hanger on and cab driver,
came to prominence in 1965
when his National Farm Workers
Alliance called the "great grape
strike." The "strike" was for the
most part entirely fictitious. While
Chavez claimed that thousand6
had walked off the fields nearby
Delano, Calif., Department of
Labor investigators were able to
produce only 55 strikers.
Satisfied
The truth was that the farm
workers around Delano were
perfectly satisfied with their
wages (highest in the nation for
agricultural labor) and working
conditions. The "strike" was a
1nonumental flop.
nusing
Chavez had to resort to busing
leftist students from the
Un.iversity of California at
Ecrkclcy to man the picket lines.
In the summer of 19G6 Chavez
placed :Hls offN·ing room and
l•"~1·t1 \,h~ $!5 ~ ww•l: to t:h•rl·•nt!l

who would
help in the
action of
"thousands"
him.

come to Delano to
"strike," hardly the
a man who has
of workers behind

Growers
Chavez could see that as long as
he couldn't get the workers to
walk out he would have to apply
pressure on the growers. This was
done through a massive
propaganda campaign financedby
millions of dollars from the
AFL-CIO, churches, members of
the Liberal Establishment, and
dupes of Chavez's fictitious stores
about "starving farm workers."
The propaganda campaign urged
support of a nationwide boycott
of table grapes.
Boycott
The very fact that Chavez was
resorting to a boycott was proof
of the non-existence of support
for the strike among workers.
Grapes being a perishable crop any real mass walkout of workers
would have brought the growers
to their knees immediately. As it
was, 1965 produced one of the
largest grape harvests in California
history, picked by the regular
workers at record wages.
Wages
One matter needing
clarification is that of the farm
workers' wages. Chavez pictured
the workers as living on a bare
subsiatcncc allowance, but this io;
simnl\' n!'lt trul'. At thl' hr>~nninf!

of the strike, workers earned a
base pay of $1.40 per hour. In
addition to this they received a
minimum of 15 cents per each
box of grapes picked, making the
average pay of most workers
$2,25 to $2.50 per hour. Schenly,
one of the larger growers,
reported average wages were
$2.77 for men, $2.54 for women,
and $2.52 for minors 16·18.
The National Campaign for
Agricultural Democracy reported
that average yearly earnings for
migrant farm workers was $8685,
hardly a starvation wage. By 1970
when the strike ended the
non-union workers were being
paid a base wage of $1.65 per
hour. After the workers were
forced into the union this was
raised to $1.75 per hour, but the
increase was wiped out by a
forced payment of $10.50 in
"back dues" to a union the
workers had never belonged to
and monthly union dues of $3.50.
Many people across the country
believed >what Chavez's
propaganda machine fed the
gullible news media. One of the
worst examples of this occurred
before Christmas of 1965. Chavez,
in his usuR.l tear-jerking manner,
declared that the farm workers in
Delano had never enjoyed a
"turkey Christmas."
Turkeys
The United Automobile
Workers Loeal 887 of Los AngPies
responded I" Llw plea by hl'lltliw!

400 frozen turkeys to Delano.
The turkeys were unloaded with
a great deal of publicity, stored in
local freezer houses, and forgotten
untiJ March. The local press
discovPred Chavez Chavez used
the turkeys to pay the pickets
brought in from Berkeley.
Obviously, if there really were any
starving farm workers in Delano
they couldn't look for help from
Chavez and his union,
Eventually the boycott forced
the growers to sign a contract
with Chavez. Every worker was
forced to join Chavez's union or
not work. The growers had sold
their employees out and the big
winner was Chavez and the
AFL-CIO. The workers have since
seen wages increaSe but because
they work fewer days and are
forced to pay union dues most
workers report their real income
down approximately one·third.
Control
The union has complete control
over who works and who doesn't.
Many table grape growers
converted to wine grapes which
require less care by workers, thus
cutting total employment around
Delano drastically. The final result
of Chavez's victory over the
pickers is a decreased standard of
living in the Delano area. It is
little wonder thnt the va~>t.
majority of farm workets dl•spi~>t!
Chavez and UFWOC.
Suit
A 1110\fP j_.., f,t h· l rJi
•
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Senate failed to reach a quorum last night, so the
meeting was adjourned by president pro-temp Pam
Powell.
·
For any action to be taken by Senate, a quorum of
three-fourths must be present, according to the ASUNM
Constitution.
.
Senate was scheduled to act on bills allocating money
to KUNM, the March of Dimes, Robert Snyder Films
and a resolution concerning the Ethnic Studies Program.
Only one bill allocating $02 to the General Honors
Program to send two student repr~sentativ~s. to the
1971 National conference on experimental hvmg and
learnil).g programs in Lincoln, Neb. was to be submitted
to Senate .
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GSAC Lacks Quorum
The Graduate Student's Association Council failed to
act on their proposed constitution last night due to lack
of a quorum.
.
Parliamentarian Erv. Triplett, moved the 13 counctl
members present adjourn and. rec.onvene as an ad hoc
committee to rule on the constitution.
.
.
Triplett argued that since the last counCil meetmg
agreed to hold a special meeting, any members who
came constituted a quorum.
The motion failed and the council adjourned.
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Photo l!Y Oltuck FeU

A showing of photographs of art work done by . grade school
children is on display in the lobby . o~ the edu~at10~ compl-;x.
Featured are pictuws of stuffed mamkms, ceramtc antmals, wue
sculpture and tissue paper collages by children in the :first six grades.

Art Show

Manson Cultist Escape~!:,_~f:!.~"[!- ,,.,

I •

LOS ANGELES (UPI)- A
fanatic follower of Charles
·-.
inanson
escape d f rom a maJO.'mum
security c e 11 Wednesday'
squeezing through a six and
d
one-half inch opening an
dangling on a rope of blankets
from the 13th floor of the same
building where Manson is held.
Kenneth Como, 31, was
cantured about six hours later in a
ilied in a Hollywood residential
area where a small army of police
were searching door to door while
a helicopter illuminated the scene
with searchlights.
The astonishing breakout led to
a sweepup of six other "Manson
family" members and finally put
almost every one of the violent
sex and drug cult behind burs.
Como was being held on
charges of attempted murder

following a shootout with
deputies in September at a surplus
store "vhere
the "family" was
'
attempting to steal more than 100
guns in an alleged plot to free the
ConVl. cted Tate. Labianca murder.
Como, who had staged a similar
escape from the ninth floor otfha
nearby building last July with e
same rag rope technique, was in
an isolated cell on the 13th floor
of the Hall of Justice where
Manson is confined three floors
below for a second trial.
E m b a r r a ss cd sh e r if f ' s
department officers showed
newsmen how Como used a
carborundum saw attached to a
razor handle to cut through two
inch thick bars and then slightly
enlarge a slot used to pas5 food
trays through to prisoners.
The Houdini • like escape

GOP Executive Committee
welcomes 2 N .M. Youths
.. --

\..

LeadstoSixOther Arrests

!I

challenge Chavez's contract with
the growers in the courts. The
move is sponsored by the National
Right to Work Legal Defense
Foundation which is representing
over 300 members of UFWOC more than Chavez ever dreamed
of getting to support him.
Hopefully the courts will deliver
the farm workers of California
from the slavery of Cesar Chavez's
compulsory union.
There are many other aspects
of the grape "strike" and boycott
which show Chavez to be one of
the leading demagogues of our
day. The best book to be found
on the subject is "Little Cesar" by
Ralph de Toledano. This objective
study, told from the pieker's
point of view, is a valuable aid in
understanding Cesar Chavez.
Lettuce
Returning to the matter of the
proposed boycott of dining hall
lettuce, it has been shown that
supportihg Chavez and UFWOC
means depriving the pickers of
their freedom to earn a decent
wage without being forced into a
union none of them want. There
will no doubt be a great deal of
pro•Chavcz propaganda
distributed prior to tlw elecLion.
Students should take this
propaganda, espPcially lhe "scare"
!.tatistics, lightly, fol' as we hove
i;(~en, C(•sar Clut VPJ! til's a lot,
Hopefully lhE' Yl·~irh•nt!' or the
dormitories will votl' no on union
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a.m. wheri Como was last checked
and 3:15 a.m. when his cell was
found empty. The opening in th e
cell was about a foot square but
f d I t
I
.
d
the oo so was on y stx an
one·half inches high and about 15
inches across. Como is 5'7" and
weighs 140 pounds.

In an effort to attract young
voters to the Republican party,
the state chairman recen tl y
announced the appointment of
N
M .
to the
two young ew eJO.cans
State Republican Executive
Committee.
Appointed were. L.A. "Skeet"

--=----=-----------

--

McCulloch, Albuquerque attorney
and chairman of the State Young
Re bl'
pu tcans, an d B. ra d .cat es, Ne w
Mexico Stat,1 Un~ver&tty student
body· president
• .
h
"The Republ!can p~rty ?S
always expresse~ tts confidence m
the youth of thts country.

Go everywhere in style
Jf/Brushed Cordur~y.pants &
Sucker..Suede jack~ts

Thief--proof Bike Racks?
(Continued {rom page 1)

cross bar.
Simplicity
After the bar is down in place a
simple padlock is slipped into the
end of it locking the bike in place.
"We've tested this rack with
both girls and boys bikes and
there is no way to pry a bike out
without damaging the frame,''
said Williams.
One of the more interesting
features of the rack is the fact
that the padlock, too, is
protected. It is inside the square
bar.
·
"The reason we did this is
because the most common tool

Dorm Union Lettuce Opposition Outlined
By R. HUNTER SUMMERS

Senate Lacks Quorum

)I . . . . . . .
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The underground "Tribal Messenger" has come out against
Disneyland. Mickey Mouse, it turns out, is working for big
busine~s. Obviously, this is the sort of fearless journalism that
will stop at nothing to "tell it like it is." Good work, boys. I
suppose your next article will feature kicking babies and
putting tacks in grandma's chair?
Speaking of the "Tribal Messenger," have you noticed all
the free plugs in it for different businesses? About half of the
last issue was advertising or plugs for advertisers. Ralph
Nader, you're wanted in Albuquerque.
The State of New Mexico has a giant surplus of money this
week. Does this mean that taxes are too high? Oh no, says
the hick-billy governor, we "jes ain't cooked upt nutin' ta
spend it in," So the taxes of hard working people, many of
whom are below the poverty level, are to be squandered on
some as yet undetermined project.
The governor wants to beef up welfare. Well fine, but why
tax people who are poor in the first place? The sales taxes in
this state are a cunning robbery of the poor. In a time of
severe unemployment it's almost criminal for the state to
amass huge holdings in land, investment portfolios and make
a profit. Who does Bruce King think he is? The president of
G.M.?
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Hunter

(Editor's Note: "Ex Cathedra" will appear weekly it~ The
Lobo. Hunter returns to The Lobo pages after a hitch in the
Army. He wrote a column called "From the Right" for The
Lobo from 1965 to 1967, and re-organized the UNM chapter
of YAF in 1965.
.
He was formerly associated with the Intercollegiate Studies
Institute of Philadelphia.)
The A.F.L.-C.I.O. convention over the last weekend was
painstaldngly wooed by the Democratic "hopefu~s." The
fatcats from Washington spent a lot of time and money to
attempt to persuade the oppressed representatives of labor to
continue wearing the yoke forged in the 30's by F.D.R.
The candidates didn't like anything the President was
doing, He was Herbert Hoover incarnate. He was the .Simon
Legree of health and medicine. He was the Adolph Hitler. of
civil rights and so on. If the President had done anythmg
right, it was by accident or the Democrats had thought of it
first. And would have done it better.
The amazing thing was that the convention hardly came in
for any criticism, The Republicans are terrified of labor and
would rather not challenge the ravings of its spokesmen.
Labor is the biggest vested interest in New Mexico. Most of
the stuff that came from Humphrey, Jackson and Harris was
the sort of cant that had been disproved in 3000 B.C. But the
shiny-suited bureaucrats of the labor organizations didn't
know any better.
If there was anything, ANYTHING, that the Democrats
really wanted it would take them about one day to get it
through their Congress. The Democratic Party has absolute,
overwhelming control of the American political system. The
Republicans are so far behind that no one ever expects them
to gain control of congress or the state legislatures before the
Second Coming.
The weekend performance served to clarify how the
Democrats got a jackass for their party symbol.

lit

used by thieves . is bolt cutt:rs
which have no problem gomg
through locks. By protecting the
locks we think that we have come
up with a pretty good bike rack,''
said Williams.
There is another prototype that
is being constructed at the
physical plant that is along the
same idea of protecting the locks.
Richard Ruminski, a draftsman
for the University, designed the
second rack. He thought that it
would be out on the campus
within a couple of weeks and then
it would be watched to see which
of the two received the most use.
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Senators Urge War Funds Limit

N.M. Voters Decide Te.n

! onson Gallery Featuring

Effect Withdrawal of U.S. Forces from Vietnam

Constitution Amendments

N!v! Artist's Leaf Collages

WASHINGTON (UP!)- The
.Senate Foreign Relations
Committee voted Wednesday to
limit funds for the Vietnam War
Ko..: the single purpose of
withdrawing American troops.
The committee, by a vote of 11
to 5, adopted lan!,luage drafted by
Sc:nll, John ShPrman Cooper
(R·Ky.) and Frank Church
( D·Idaho) that would use the
congressional power of the purse
to bring a halt to the Vietnam
War.
The language was added to the
annual Foreign Aid Bill, which
now goes to the Senate floor, just
a day after the House refused to
commit itself to Sen. Mike
Mansfield's antiwar amendment to
a. $21 billion military
procurement bill.
T"ne committee also adopted,
on a 12 to 4 vote, Mansfield's
proposal to establish a national
policy for disengagement from
Indochina by spring, conditioned

on the release of all U.S.
prisoners,
That measure was the one the
House refused to take a stand on.
The Cooper· Church
Amendment would declare that
funds authorized for Indochina by
any act "may be used only for the
purpose of withdrawal of all U.S,
military forces from Indochina
and may not be used for the
purpose of engaging U.S. military
forces in hostilities in North or
South Vietnam, Cambodia or
Laos, e:N;cept for actions necessary
to protect said forces against
imminent danger as they are
withdrawn."
The measure - unlike previous
antiwar legislation submitted to
the Senate -contains no specified
deadline for withdrawal. But
Church said it would be almost as
effective as an absolute deadline.
He contended it would prevent
the President from further
pursuing his policy of fighting on

to protect South Vietnam secure
the release of Prisoners of War.
"We believe strongly that if the
POWs &re going to be released, we
are going to ho.ve to commit this
country to withdrawal," Church
said,
The Martsfleld amendment,
which was adopted as a acparQto
part of the bill, declares, however,
that total withdrawal is required
only if North Vietnam
simultaneously releases the POW~.
The Mansfield amendment has
already been adopted by the full
Senate- by votes of 57 to 38 on
S~pt, 30 and 57 to 42 on June 22.
But the House so far bas
refused to accept the language.
Tuesday, the House refused to
instruct its negotiators either to
accept or reject the Mansfield
amendment when a compromise
military procurement bill is
written by a House- Senate
conference.
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New Mexico voters will go to
the polls Nov. 2 to vote on 10
amendments to the New Mexico
Constitution.
Because the U.S. Constitution
takes precedence and since the
26th amendment allows 18 ·year •
olds to votP., any N11w Mexico
qualified voter who will be 18 by
the next general election will be
able to vote, whether or not this
amendment passes. .Adoption of
this amendment will conform to
the 26th Amendment which says:
"The right of citizens of the
United States, who are 18 years of
age or older, to vote shall not be
denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account
of age."
Pay Hike
Increasing New Mexico
legislators' pay from $20 to $40 ;1
day and providing limitations on
compensation of legislators
serving on interim legislative
committees will also be before the
• voters, 1n Hl44, compensation
was increased to $10 and to $20 a
day in 1953.
The right to l'eep and bear arms
would be established, stating: "No
law shall abridge the right of the
citizen to keep and bear arms for
security and defense, for lawful
hunting and recreational use and
oth.er lawful purposes, but
nothing herein shall be held to
permit the carrying of concealed
weapons."
Amendments for a uniform
system of textbooks would delete
"There shall be a uniform system
of textbooks for the public school
which shall not be changed more
than once in six years."
Scholarships
Establishment of a scholarship
program for Vietnam veterans will
exempt them from paying tuition
at state educational institutions.
This exemption had not been
given to veterans from previous
armed conflicts. The GI Bill

Unchangeable
Pertaining to restrictions, voters
could delete: "The provisions of
section one of this article shall not
be changed, altered or abrogated
in any manner except through a
general convention called to revise
this Constitution as herein
provided." If th'is amendment
passes, it may be a step toward
allowing future amendments to be
passed by simple majority vote.
Providing the legislation for
control of pollution in New
Mexico would not give more
power to the Legislature than it
already has, but will be considered
a mandate from the people asking
for more pollution control.
Elimination of the
constitutional requirement for a
state-wide property tax levy will
allow the legislature to relinquish
all the property tax to school
districts and other local
government subdivisions. Under
the present constitutiort the
Legislature is required to levy a
state-wide property tax for
schools. The levy since statehood
has been $0.5 million, which
produced $1.2 million in
1970·1971.

Hospital Court Questions;
Rap Brown Denies Identity
. NEW YORK (UPI)- Black
Militant H. Rap Brown, who
eluded an FBI search for nearly
two years, was arraigned in a
hospital room Wedne~day on
charges of attempted murder,
robbery and illegal weapons
possession and ordered held in
$250,000 bail.
Brown was recovering at
Roosetfelt Hospital from two
abdominal bullet wounds received
in a shootout with police last
Saturday following the holdup of
a West Side bar, Three men were
arrested with Brown and are being
held in $100,000 bail on similar
charges.
State
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jumpshirts to

go under
all kinds of
things.
[or even alone]
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Paintings and mixed media
work by one of New Mexico's
earlier artists, Howard B.
Schleeter, will be shown in an
exhibition opening Sunday (Oct,
24) at Jonson Gallery on the
University of New Mexico
campus.
· Schleeter, who is still an active
painter, moved from Buffalo,
N.Y., to Albuquerque in 1929. He
has lived most oi' the time in
Santa Fe and Albuquerque but
now lives in Placitas.
Schleeter, whose · work is
· abstract, has experimented in a
variety of media. Most recently,
he has worked using metal leaf on
prestwood panels with encised
lines and oil glazes along with
some opaque painting.
The current exhibition, his
seventh at Jom;on Gallery,
includes e~mples of the metal
leaf collages.
"Although it is said that he
never departs from patterns found
in nature,'' Encyclopedia
Britannica says, "Howard
Schleeter belongs to the school of
painters whose interests lie in
form and color relationship.
Critics call him a painter's p~inter,
but even the layman can sense the
exuberance with which he lays on
paint."
His first public exhibition in
New Mexico was at the Musuem

benefits will still be in effect and
Vietnam veterans are still eligible. ·
There are two portions to an
amendmellt relating property tax
limits and methods: 1) Different
methods ... to value , .. different
kind~; of property and 2) limits
the property tax by providing a
maximum value against which the
mill r!lte is applied.
''Rural consumer · owned non •
profit domestic water
associations" would be added to
the list of present exemptions
from property tax. 'l'his will
exempt certain privatllly
established water associations
while other existing organizations,
providing similar services, may
presently be tax exempt or
organized as special districts.

James Yeargin held the brief
arraignment hearing in Brown's
heavily guarded room and
appointed William Kunstler his
attoxney. The defendant, who
denies he is Brown and calls
himself Roy Williams, told the
judge:
"This ain't no ·-··court, and he
ain't my lawYer."
Kunstler, who defertded Brown
on various occasions before .he
disappeared 19 months ago, said,
"He did not look like Rap Brown
to me." However, Assistant
District Attorney Stephen SawYer
said he was satisfied the man was
Brown because of "conclusive"
fingerprint identification.
Arson
Brown was facing trial on arson
charges in Maryland when he
disappeared. He is known to have
spent some time in St. Louis while
he was underground and his
co-defendants in the current case,
Sam Petty, Levi Valentine, and
Arthur Lee Young, all of that
city.
Police Lt. Eugene McDermott
said a man identifying himself as
Brown's brother and a woman
identifying herself as Brown's wife
had visited the patient. Asked
how he knew the two were
Brown's relatives, McDermott said
ortly the immediate family are
allowed to visit Brown, and "They
so identified themselves.''

lOOEarsToo

Is this one of those new CIA-FBI·etc. spy inventions? No. The
poor creature viewed here is a centipede who strayed into UiP hot
hands of a lightbulb in the Education complex, not a new tapping
device. Our shifty-eyed photographer uncovered the secret hiding
place while planting a microphone in the ceiling ... ,

Financiers Bow to U.S. Pressure

Nations J\llay Revalue Currencies
PARIS (UPI)- Representatives
of the non-communist world's 10
richest nations, bowing to
pressure from the United States,
called Wednesday for a meeting of
their finance ministers to revalue
their currencies as the Nixon
administration desires.
·
Rinaldo Ossala of Italy,
chairman of the group of
monetary representatives, said
U.S. 'l'reasury Secretary John B.
Connally would have to decide
the time and place o( the meeting.
He said, however, that it probably
would be in late November.
Ossala said' the 10-nation group,
which met earlier this month in
London, wanted a second meeting
of finance ministers to work out
an exact upward valuation of their
currencies in relation to the U.S.
dollar.
I..et Currencies Float
In the earlier meeting, they
agreed only to let their currencies
float, or find their own level
according to supply and demand
in the exchange markets. The U.S.
dollar is the basis for valuation of
the currencies of the other nine

members of the group of 10, and
the United States pegs the value
of the dollar to gold at $35 per
ounce.
In London, Chairman David
Rockefeller of New York's Chase
Manhattan Bank suggested
Tuesday a "modest change" in the
relationship between the dollar
and gold as part of a realignment
of international currlmcy
valuations. Rockefeller made the
suggestion in a speech before the
British committee of the
International Chamber of
Commerce.
More Competitive
An official revaluation by the
nine other members of the "Big
10" nations, who are the U.S.'s
major trading partners, would
make American goods mpre
competitive in pdce in the world
market and make the current gold
parity of the dollar more secure.
This irt turn would improve the
U.S. balance of payments position
and help toward reversing its
trading deficit, both of which are
fundamental objectives of Nixon's
new economic policies.

Mills Answers Agnew's Attack
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Rep.
Nixon "also turned Mr. Agnew
Wilbur D. Mills (D·Ark.) said loose on you on occasion," Mills
Wednesday President Nixon has added, "You've survived, and I
turned Spiro T. Agnew loose will too.''
against him for opposing revenue
Mills said Agnew's comments irt
sharing and promised "I am not a speech before the California
going to be intimidated by such League of Cities "went far beyond
bush league tactics."
the bounds of propriety," In that
"The President has been peeved speech, Agnew accused Mills of
at others before," Mills told a single handedly blocking a
Natiollal Press Club audience. revenue sharing bill to give states
BHis~ chronic --peeve at you_ (the . -and cities_.$!i.hillion in fed!!tlllil!~
press) surfaced almost a decade revenue.
ago out in California.''

In addition to the United States
and Italy, others in the group of
10 are Belgium, Britain, Canada,
France, Holland, Japan, Sweden
and West Germ~ny. rt was the ·
third day of their meeting which
bel!an under the auspices of the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
(OECD).
Improve Trading
Connally has said the United
States wants other nations to help
improve its trading so that the
deficit would be reversed into a
surplus of about $8 to $9 billion.
This would require a trade
payments increase of about $13
billion.
Ossala said the working party
that met Wednesday also
recommended a substantial
increase, perhaps to as much as six
per cent, in the margin in which
currencies are allowed to vary in
value before government banks
step in to support the parity. The
current rate is about two per cent,
.and Nixon suggested that this be
increased when he announced his
new economic plans last August.
"Septic 'l'ank Care" was the
eleventh largest seller .of U.S.
Government publications in 1970.
Right after "Syphilis and
Gonorrhea."
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with UNM ID card
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CROW
5101 ZUNI SE
Thursday, October 21,,1971

let us help you pick
the one she will Jove.
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Choose your mounting
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diomon~
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10% discount to '· .
UNM stu(ients
with I .D. c11rds. ·

Diamond seller on the premises,
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-· ~·'~ewelers
V10i CARliSLE BLVD. NE
PHONE 255-7219
"YOUR RAL SEIIVICE JEWElE!IS"

jun·ior (joon'yer), adj. [L. < juvenis, young],

1. tbe younger: written Jr. after a son's
name if it is the same as his father's. 2. of
more recent position or lower status: as. a
juniOr partner. 3. of juniors. n. 1. one who
is younger, of lower rank, etc. 2. a thirdyear student in a h.jgb school or college •
THIS DEFINITION IS INCOMPLETE!
l,ei'R fac~ it. The dictionary makers just werea 'I interested in fashionthat's why Liley let this definition go im:omplcte. In today's world,
"Juiiior" is a special look and a special fit, The fit is yours. Tile
special fasltions arc ours in tltc Jax, Leslie Juniors und Allay Cat Uncs.

REDEFINE YOURSELF
Jllitlt fashions from Aun's rwturally.
Jax, Leslie Juniors and Alley Cat arc Available in Albuquerque 011ly at ...

2021 SAN MATEO BLVD N.E.

1 block and 4 doors south of Indian School tld
266-1653

e STUDENT SPECIAL e
SAVE 30%
on Marantz
Model25
AM·FM Stereo
Receiver and

Two Sp~eakers
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of Art in Santa Fe in 1935. It has
been followed by numerous
shows, among them the National
Art Week Exhibit in Washington,
D.C., in 1940, a one·man Art
Alliance show in Philadelphia in
1945, a 2947 "Abstract and
Surrealist American Art" show at
the Art Institute of Chil;ago, and a
one-man show of 32 oils and 50
pieces of jewelry in 1955 at
Stanford University.

Tremendous Selection
of Wire Frames

Come in and
ask for details

University Discount

with 1.0.

Pot People Who Cate /:nough
• , To /-lear The Very Best

.

109 Carlisle NE
268-3966

511 Wyoming NE
255-8282
Pa.ge5

,

Garlic To(tst . ..

Visit to Sage Real to Prophet

I

By JIM PENSIERO
feeling very ill at ease in about
every facet of ,my meager
existence I decided to pay a visit
to the famed sage of Mt.
Tr<!shmore to see if he, by means
of some gifted words or laughing
gas, could interject some sanity
into the deteriorating situation.
The Sage, who for health's sake
(baa sinuses) moved into a trailer
camp after more than 30 years in
Cinnaminson N.J., was as gracious
as could be expected considering
the hour. He even went .so far as
to offer me his last roll of paper
towels in exchange fot a few
stamps, Sages have to pay income
tax along with the rest of the
proles and literally letters don't
mail themselves, After a few well
aimed barbs at Winton Blount and
the boys we settled down into the
basis of the visit, my problems.
''What seems to be the
difficulty, son. You seem to be as
well adjusted as the next college
kid, a litLle thin perhaps but then
that can always be fixed by a few
square meals. Here, have a
hotdog."
Search and Cure
"No, no thanks, my diet is fine.
I eat at least three tasty meals a
day, maybe el£en four if the old
appetite comes up."
''Well what is it then?
Ailments? I have a carload of cod
liver pills, feel free to take a few.
Gratis."
"No thanks again, My health is
excellent. As a matter of fact I

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coln·op

Dry-CI~taning

and Laundry

Counwlor Alway$> on Duty
2.106 Central S.E.
247·0836

recently came in se.;o11d in the
Ford K:ick, Pass and Punt
contest."
"Women pr,oblems? You
college types never seem to get
enough poontang, I have a spare
peeker stretcher and a mojo I
might be able to lease you for a
while, at least until things start
looking up a bit. If a mojo doesn't
get you to £i:~;st base then
obviously you don't have a bat,"
"Well I'll admit my libidinal
urges have been stifled for some
time but that still isn't the
problem."
"Fess Up"
"What's a libidinal urge. Sounds
like something a chiropractor
would know more about. I have a
good friend in the business - why
don't you loo!(. him up., .. "
It seemed obvious at this point
that the old sage hadn't analyzed
me well enough to understand
that my problem was deeper
seated than any mere sexual
hangup. The only thing remaining
to do would be to come right out
and tell the old man exactly what
was blowing my act. I invoked the
great God of Circumlocution, a
deity of great relative power in
the univerllity community.
"As you know today is
Wednesday."
"So what? It's only one of 47
Wednesday's. As a matter of fact
the only thing good about
Wednesday is that it's the day
b~Jfore Thursday which doesn't
even qualify it for a Purple
Heart."
Trudge Trudge
"Exactly, and if you knew my
routine as well as myself you'd
have realized that on Thursday
afternoon I have to write the
WAC Roundup."
"What's the WAC, a type of
C0"1! .. '

~\~-d
Located in
Hotel Lobby

14
Winrock Center
Mastcrcharge
BankAmericard

1

Specializing in
Long Hair Designs

Regular Haircuts
Straightening
Shines
For Appointment Call

299-8975

"Almost."
''So what's the big deal, you go
into the officE.;, write about some
WAC's, and go home. Pretty
simple if you ask me. You don't
have to interview cattle do you?"
"But the WAC isn't a cow, at
least not an ·earthly one. It's an
athletic conference and that's the
problem. Every Thursday l'm
expected to go in, read the
~tatistics and write nippy little
stories about the teams that
should win. You know, ASU vs.
OSU, UCLA vs. AU, UTEP vs.
NMSU and so forth."
"I still don't see a problem. It's
simple, Wyoming will beat those
racists from Utah."
"You mean BYU."
Handy Facts
"Whatever, they'll lose. Now
UCLA and Arizona might be a
tough one. El Paso hasn't been
too bot lately, looks. bad for them
at the hands of the Aggies, ... "
"Wait a second, before you
start playing Jimmy the Greek 1
want to know how I can get out
of this jargon filled circus."
''Why get out, I think it's
exciting. If you've ever read the
:1.969 CSU Water Polo press book
you know that stat books can be
interesting reading. Did you know
that UTEP's Clive Skillethands
caught 45 passes when the Miners
beat the Hobbs Technical School
(HTS) :1.68·32 in 1942?"
"No, and I don't really care
either."
Underlying Problems
"That's your problem my boy,
you don't care. Think about it for
a minute, In your jaundiced hands
lies the potential of predicting
who's going to win and Jose in a
given weekend. Do you realize
that a college team is often
representative of a school and in
some cascG an entire area. When
Texas Tech loses, not only does
the team lose, but so does the
school and the entire population
of Lubbock, as if they haven't lost
enough already. Thus an entire
section of the nation is depressed
for a few days."
"There're better things to be
duprcsscd about."
The Point Is
"But that's not the point. As
long as people want to sec
football games there will always
be a press to cater to them, you
can't beat them no matter what
some self-righteous professor
might tell you. The world is ruled
by Roundheads, plain and simple.
So the only thing I can do for you
besides picking Utah to castrate
csu is give a tiny piece or
advice."
"Which is?"
"Read the stats, talk to the
coaches, wear sweat socks and
take it in stride."
The Sage's soliloquy had left me
exactly where I had started from
except that it was now one in the
morning and predictions still had
to be written. I didn't dare tell
him I was disappointed,..

ASUHas Difficulties;
Kush Helps Solve Them

Arizona State, despite its
success in the won•lost column,
has had some difficulties this
season with its personnel. Head
coach Frank K:ush cited change.s
in social environments all the
primary reaso.n for the temporary
departure from the team of four
players.
Quarterbaclt Grady Hurst,
linebacker James Haker, and
running backs Monroe Eley and
Woody Green all quit the· team
,temporarily, but all have returned
and are expected to be in action
when the Sun Devils meet UNM in
a football game here Saturday.
K:ush said the departures aren't
new to him. "This has frequently
happened in the 17 years I'V'e
been here and kids will go on
quitting 30 years from now."
K:ush said the pressure to quit
affects individuals more than
people realize. He said the press
pays more attention to players
considered newsworthy anu
ignores marginal players.
Green and Baker left Oct. 6 for
Portland, Ore., and their
departure left K:ush mystified.
Later it was learned that Greer•
was married and that his wife was
having a baby. Green and Baker
missed the ASU.Colorado State
contest, which ASU won anyway,

Coach Jerry Hardy's UNM season after losing to Palo Verde
frosh football squad goes after its Junior College 12·7.
Arizona State is counting on its
second win of the season Saturday
when the Wolfpups clash with the defense led by a pair of
Arizona State University Sun outstanding linebackers- Bob
Breuning and Eric Krttljac. The
Imps in Tempe, Ariz.
The 'Pups had an easy time last running game is handled by Ron
week, picking up their first win of Thomas, the younger brother of
the season with a 38·19 win over Arizona State runner Bob
the University of Arizona behind Thomas.
Fambro and the Pups earned
the running of Carlos McCall and
the direction of quarterback Rick 356 yards total offense in their
Fambro. The Lobo erroneously game against Arizona, with McCall
credited the Wildkittens witb six. getting nearly halt that himself.
extra points in this Monday's The kicking game has a good start,
with McCall returning three
issue,
McCall, the younger brother of kickoffs for 73 yards and Chester
UNM's Nate McCall and Arizona's Goodson, who also is starting
Bob McCall, picked up 156 yards halfback, carrying one kickoff
rushing including a 67 ·yard TD back for 28 yards. Defensive back
run. Fambro scored a pair of Tommy Jones intercepted a pass
touchdowns on one yard dashes, artd returrted it 85 yards. Mike
threw a five•yard TD pass to Curt Pettenuzzo punted twice for the
Nygren and completed eight of 13 Pups, one of which went nowhere,
to come out with a 7.0 average.
attempts for 7 5 yards.
Dickey Speegle, the speedster
Intramural Action
from Hobbs, led the recei\'ers with
Bowling (through Oct. 14)
five circus grabs for 58 yards
League II
while Hardy was high on the play
16·4
1. NADS (1)
of defensive back Bob Supergan.
15-6
2. Alvarado Hall (2)
Supergan played havoc with the
15·5
3. Sigma Chi
14-6
4. NADS (2)
Arizona kicking game as he
12·8
5. Phi Delta Tbeta
blocked a punt, a field goal
0·20
G. Onate
attempt and an extra point
0·20
7. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
0.20
8. Lambda Chi Alpha
attempt.
League I
Last season the ASU frosh
11.·1
1. Pi Kappa Alpha
defeated the Wolfpups 17-14 to
12-4
2. SAE"A"
take art 8·1 advantage in the
8·4
3. Phi Gamma Delta
7·9
4. Sigma Alpba Epsilon
seri~: The Sun Imps are 0·1 this

SAN MATEO NE
Hoffmantown Shopping Center

A NEW 8-TRACK TAPE
OF YOUR CHOICE
$1.50
Accompanied by this ad

by federal marllhals and special
police, the 39. year- old Phillips
told of a plainclothesman who
took $200 from him to find
locations for a floating crap game
which was to be shaken down for
$2000 monthly. He said the
officer told him that there were
30 plainclothesmen in each
division in the city and "all of
them are on the pad (taking
payoffs)".

Contacts in City
In his second day of testimony,
Phillips said he obtained his
informaticn from contacts in
police organizations throughout
the city. He said they told him
payoffs range from $600 per man
in two divisions in Queens to
$1500 per man in Harlem wher(i
policy racketeers pay as much as
$3500 a month for protection.
Policll up to ·the rank o;C
lieutenant usually collect their
own payoffs, Phillips said. But
precinct ca,Ptains "would have a
bagman to piclt up the money".
Meanwhile, Murphy reinstated
his chief of detectives, Albert
Seedman, whom he suspended last
week for accepting free hotel
meals for his wife and two friends,
Murphy said he found "no serious
wrongdoing" in acceptance of the
$83 dinner.
•

Russian Satellites Destroy
Spacecraft, Says Report

Fresh_men to Travel to Tempe
For Game Against Sun Imps

NGE-A-TAPE

.

NEW YORK: (UPl)- A
dishonest policeman turned
informant extended his allegations
Wednesday of widespread
corruption in· the New York
Police Department but Police
Commissioner Patrick V. Murphy
llaid the ~::barges were "absurd".
Ptl. William Phj)lips reiterated
testimony before the Knapp
Commission, a city · appointed
investigating body, that he never
knew a plainclothesman in his 14
years on the force who did not
accept payoffs, which could run
as high as $1500 per man. He
previously testified that he took
$1000 a month himself as a
payoff collections man.
'Rogue Cop'
At a news conference, Murphy
characterized Phillips as a "rogue
cop - a corrupt policeman, a: man
on the hook squirming to get the
best possible deal for himself."
"We must evaluate what he says
in that context," said Murphy. "It
will service his own selfish
purpose to show his behavior is
common,Place.
Murphy said Phillip's testimonv
about the extent of graft was an
"absurd charge" and said he knew
"for a fact" there are honest
plainclothesmen.
Heavy Guard
Testifying under beavy guard

The Sun Devils and the Lobos
meet at l. :30 Saturday in a game
that could decide the winner of
the WAC. This is the first year
that the winner of the WAC has a
guaranteed position in postseason action- the Fiesta Bowl in
Phoenix.

.

.

~

Kush said "I try to get the
maximum out of every individual
on the team. If l see something
that I feel jeopardizes that
iudivid ual 's performance or
future, I will definitely talk
personally to that person." K:ush
summed things up, saying, "If I
am beyond that, I'd better get the
hell out of coaching."

rl
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LONDON (UPl)- The Soviet
Union has been testing earth
satellites which approach and
destroy other spacecraft, the
authoritative "Jane's All the
World's Aircraft" said Wednesday.
In its latest edition the
publication listed a series of
launchings of Soviet spacecraft
and satellites, describing some of
them as "orbital intercept tests."
John W.R. Taylor, editor of the
publication, said the Soviet
satellite Cosmos 397, launched
Feb. 25 this year, passed near
Cosmos 394, launched 16 days
earlier, "and was subsequently
destroyed."
Cosmos 400, launched March
19, was ''intercepted" by Cosmos

404 on April 3, the day it wa$
launched, Taylor said.
In his editor's preface to the
volume, Taylor said the United
States maintained satellites in
stationary positions over
the mid-Pacific, including one
with "a fantastic ll·ton
reconnaissance camera," to
monitor the launches of Soviet
and Chinese long-range missilep.

A fire killed 602 in the Iroquois
Theater in Chicago on Dec. 30.
1903. Many were trampiEfci to
death.

,,

"ill·fated and notQrious order"
·which "was widel lnter reted as
a ruling that rocf m .P • r
with the subject of d~~;s ~~~~~S
not longer be played on
d'
stations" after a White H~u~~
meetingattendedbyBurch
"Shortly after
new
discovered rock music and 1ound
that he didn't like it , Johnson
$Uid, "there was a me~tin at the
White House at which g record
company executives and
broadcasters were invited at
which Burch was present' ut
which they were all urged to
please not play such music any
more and that shortly following
that the FCC issued" the
controversial order

A

'
·
! 6'sa,J~· .the F?C Acte~
too hast1ly

m decidmg a rv station was not
compelled to carry antipollution
spot announcements to .counter
the effect of c?mmeJ'CJals for
leaded. gasollne. and for
automobiles .. The SlUt had been
file? by , Fl.'1ends of Earth, an
a!ltlpollubon group.
.
Counter Spo~t>
SI~?Ce aJ!~ commercial J;lroduct
has Its. Cri~Ics, Burch. satd, the
wurt ImJ?hed that VIrtually all
commercJals_may haye to. be
followed ~Y spots argumg agamst
the advertised product.

Unique Jewelry

Comm~cials

Johnson dissenteli on that issue
b t ·t
u I was overruled by the
majority,
In another area, Burch said
·
commercial broadcasting could be
profoundly affected by a court
ruling suggesting that stations may
be required to carry spots
denouncing any kind of
commercial product.
The ruling, by a 2·1 decision of
tb u s c
e • · ourt of Appeals Aug,

Fer the Unique Occasion

Bands and Rings in
Gold, Silver and Stones

7611 MENAUL NE

II

~
'

400 Sail Felipe N .w.

Drug Survey
About 100 volunteers are
needed to help wifb a-Cirug survey
to be conducted Oct. 26 at
various local junior and senior
high schools. Hours for the survey
will be from 8 to 10 a.tn. If
interested, call the Drug Abuse
Education Center, 243·1319.

Quito Club

The Quito Club's first
organizational meeting will be
Oct. 21 at 8 p.tn. in room 25 O·E of
the Union. All interested students
are welcome.
·
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starts Oct. 25

SCHLITZ
3.84
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.96 6-pk
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Foreign and Select pajJe?·baclls 59¢ jJe?' lb.

TEQUILA

monAri. 8·5 sat. !l·l

4.39 qt.

UNM Bookstore
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The October

THUNDERBIRD
'is now being distributed. If you can"t
obtain a copy come to Room 2.05 Journalism.
We also need nev1 contributions by~
November 8 for our next i~~jJ~\

That vou <''lrt tal<!' the A1r I•'orcP
Offif'('t' Ciuahfvin~~ 'f•sit ~"¥<: a I•~resh..
nun .•loin Air !<oi~<· lt<JTC.
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Training of Red Cross Water
Safety Instructors and YMCA
Leader examiners starts Oct, 23 at
the Heights "Y" at 5 p.m.
In order to take the course,
applicants must have either a Red
Cross or YMCA Senior Life Saving
Certificate.
The only fees for the course,
which is offered as a public
service, are for books.

~~
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At The
Studio Gallery
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by Tom W. ·Thomason

STEREO COMPONENTS
M-W-F Until 9 pm

(@uurter.a

WASHING T 0 N (UP I} ~
Chairm<ln De~n Burch said
Wednesday be was "disgusted '!.
with CBS President Frank Stanton
for suggesting that the Federal
Commu~ications Comf!lis,sion
does VICe President Sp~ro T.
Agnew's "dirty work."
The head of the FCC told a
Senate hearing into freedom of
the press that Stanton "has
promulgated a conspiracy theety"
ever since Agnew first attacked
broadcasting networks in
Novombe):; 1969."
·
"It has become a folklore
which is highly prized by
broadcasters," Burch said, "and it
goes like tbi;>: The Vice Preside~t
says somethmg and the FCC Will
move in and do the ditty work by
taking away licenses or whatever..
False Theory
"The only thing vn:ong with the
theory is that it is false," Burch
said. "And Stanton knows it is
false, He can cite no evidence that
coincides with that particular
theory .. , I :really am a bit
disgusted that Stanton keeps
bringing up this conspiracy theory
because it simply will not wash."
Stanton, whose network was
involved in a long dispute with the
House Commerce Committee over
the CBS documentary, "The
Selling of the Pcmtagon,"
preceded Burch by two weekJ> at
the hearings by the subcommittee
on constitutional rights.
Government Surveillance
At that time, he expressed
concern that "the dark shadow of
surveillance" by the government
inhibited btoadcasters' right to
free speech. He said the future of
American democracy is
threatened by government
intimidation of the news media.
Burch, as proof that Stanton's
fears were exaggerated, said ''in
the entire history of the FCC only
three cases have been decided
against networks."
But Nicholas Johnson, an FCC
commissioner often at odds with
Burch, offered what he called "a
little refutation of the chaitman's
suggestion that there was
absolutely no conspitacy between
Agnew and the FCC."
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42·0. ''Two assistant coaches
knew he (Green) was married,"
$Uid K:ush. "But I didn't. He was
¥ooming with single guys who
conducted themselves differently
from the way Woody co\lld
because of his added
. responsibilities. The result was
tearing the guy apart," K:ush left
for Portland that S~nday and the
trio reLurnetl sho;l'tly, with both
Baker and Green back out (or
practices, "Green's problems are
more resolved now," explained
K:ush, "We now have him in the
more normal situation, living with
his family."
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